
 

Backtest Exception 

 

Backtest exceptions occur when Clean P&L and/or Model P&L exceed Model VaR on an 

absolute basis. The use of both model P&L and clean P&L for exception reporting gives 

granularity in the drivers of the exception as described above. 

 

The backtest P&L calculations are based on the actual day-over-day changes in market inputs 

observed.  The market inputs must be the same as those used for official valuation thereby 

establishing a direct linkage to P&L.  

 

Root cause investigations are required to validate instances of backtest exceptions. Investigation 

documentation should be prepared, including the root cause, the analysis performed to find the 

root cause, and the follow-up actions to be taken, if any.  

 

Exceptions may be classified as legitimate, or false. For instances where the exceptions are 

deemed as false, such as spurious market data input, and IT system issues, appropriate 

operational procedures need to be followed for issue resolution including reruns, market data 

reloading/recalibration, etc. 

 

Comparison of day-over-day market data change with the changes or scenario shocks implied by 

the VaR scenario can be utilized to validate the exceptions. 



 

Cases where the market move is the only cause of the exception, no further validations are 

required. The conclusion can be further proved by a comparison of the market data change with 

its historical trend, showing that the move is in a greater magnitude than the historical data, as 

well as what’s captured in the VaR window. 

 

Cases where the market move is in line with its historical trend, implying the VaR scenario 

shocks are relatively benign, the framework around reviewing Model Assumptions can be 

applied for further investigations. The Risk Measurement Performance Review has responsibility 

for this examination. 

 

Root cause of the exceptions under this category can be broadly attributed to: 

 

- Valuation Approach driven: Clean P&L has risks modelled through a full revaluation 

approach but DGV VAR uses a sensitivity based approach. 

 

- Risk Factor Selection driven: Greek approximation, market data proxies, etc. 

 

Other areas of the monitoring and validation framework will be applied for root cause validation. 

 

Proper reporting, as per requirements from management and regulators, should be conducted in a 

timely manner and part of the Risk Measurement Performance Review. 



 

Types of exceptions to report 

 

- Bank-level total backtest against the total correlated VaR 

 

- Bank level for major risk factor backtest (i.e. interest rate and general credit, commodity, foreign 

exchange, general equity, specific equity) 

 

- Specific equity DGV backtest at the portfolio level defined as the 14 major nodes included in the 

VAR signoff matrix 

 

Timelines for exception reporting 

 

- Within 2 days of the exception occurring, for a breach or a potential breach that is under 

investigation 

 

- Within 5 days of the exception occurring, report whether the exception is legitimate or technical 

 

Documenting and Tracking Exceptions – Management must formally document all backtesting 

exceptions and the specific reason(s) for each tolerance level breach must be quantified and 

explained. Further, management is required to maintain documentation that assesses the cause of 

backtesting exceptions and identifies any action undertaken as a result of the exception. Finally, 

management must track all backtesting exceptions, not just “official” breaches used in 

determining the regulatory multiplier.  

 



Root cause should be clearly documented, with supporting analysis memo attached if necessary. 

Reference should be made to PAA data, realized market movement that drove the BT breach, 

risk exposures, and VaR risk factor data.  

 

Over time, the backtest results should be summarized as the # of exceptions over rolling periods 

(monthly, quarterly, annually) to provide an ongoing validation of the accuracy of the VaR 

model. The Risk Measurement and Performance Review Stream will regularly review the 

exception count as a validation for the model. In the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book, 

Basel provides some guidelines as to the expected number of breaches for an accurate model. 

 

Reference: 

https://finpricing.com/lib/IrBasisCurve.html 
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